











g Mountains

landform that rises prominentlyabove its
surroundings generally inhibiting
steep slopes a relatively confinedsummit area and considerable local
relief

Fold Mountains

eg Reallyhigh
anticline syncline

youngfold
mountainranged

mountain's A
EE
Ei

IEt.i

Himalayas

Andes Anticline Structure that dips downwards

mountain from a medium line forming a hill

Syncline Structure that dipsupwards from
a medium line forming a valley



Overthrustsympathy
fanned

foldsReversefault
foldsamigentode affessiishffladested
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Asymmetrical Recumbant
Folds

Symmetrical Asymmetrical IsoclinalFolds Folds

overturned Recumbant ChewingFolds Folds



Block Mountains

Horst Graben

FEEFEEI.EE
Naked

eg Rhine valley Germany
Vosgesmountain Frame

GreatAfrican Rift Valley
Sierra Nevada USA

Satpura and Vindhya India



Volcanic Dome
Mountain formed due to volcanic
activity in the volcanos is
known as volcanic mountain

eg Andaman Nicobar Island

tip of Volcanicmountain

formeddue toConformity hemmingvery
futile

characteristicsum

duetoiokanicaphonmi.tt not possible to yieldcrops



Dome mountains
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formed when a gigantic amount of
magma or melted rock

pushes the earth's crust

not as tall as fold mountains

relatively flat as compared to
any other type of mountain

eg TheWeald

Southeast England

The Black Hills

SouthDakota



g ResidualMountains
residuesof the previously existingmountains cause the formation
of residual mountains

Along with the remnants weatheringand erosion also affects the
process of formation of thesemountains

hard rockCantism more

roundeffat top

eg Mesas
Characterised

lg Sierras
USA

central

do not grow
anyiay

spain



Mountain Ranges in India

TypesofMountain Enamples

FoldMountains Himalayas

Residual
Mountains Nilgiris

Gunnar Hill
Rajmahal

Block
Mountains

Satpura
Vindhya

Dome Kedar Domepeak
mountains



Plateaus
a flat elevated landform that

rises sharply above the
surrounding area on at least one
side

They occur on every continent andtake up a third of the Earth'sland

Rich in mineral deposits

G EastAfricanPlateau Gold
Diamond
mining

ChotanagpurPlateau Iront load
Manganese resumes

Deccan Plateau Minerals Iron
copper coal etc



Formation of Plateaus
volcanism Deccan Plateau

crustal Shortening
thrusting of one block ofcrustover another and foldingoccurs

Tibetian Plateau

ThermalExpansion

replacement of cold lithosphere byhot asthenosphere

Yellowstone Plateau USA

MassifCentral France

Ethiopian Plateau Africa



Typesof Plateaus

Dissected Plateau
resultofupwardmovement in theEarth's crust

upliftment is causedby slow collisionof tectonicplates

Colorado Plateau USA
Tibetan Plateau



Volcanic Plateau
numerious small volcanic eruptions
that slowly build up over time

forming a plateau from the resultinglava flows

Ig Columbia Plateau USA

Deccan traps India

TRAINEES



Intermontane Plateaus

Flirtation

Bordered bymountains
eg Tibetan Plateau

Continental Plateau
Bordered on all sides by plainsor sea

forming away from
mountains

plains Matanza
I



Piedmount Plateau

fermataIma
Borderedby mountain on one
side and Sea on other

eg Patagonian Plateau

Highest and largestPlateau in world

Tibetan Plateau

Roofoftheworld



Geomorphic Forces
A force which applied on earthmaterials affects its configuration
Geomorphic agent is a movingmedium which

acquires transports deposits

Tarthmaterials

Inamplesofgeomorphic agents are

RunningThundhanwater currents

glacier waves

groundwater

F
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I
hacements Erosional

Featherings
martyrdom fearthquakery

volcanos
Physical

schemically
Biological

continent Mountain
Theming Building

Ie Riker Sta undelgoundland
upward compressionmaternaloned
movement Tension
downward
movement



mountain Buildingforce
also called orogenic force

continent forming force
also called Epeirogenic

force


